Abstract. A basis is presented for the RP" classes in y\n(BO). This basis is used to prove that every smooth involution (M, T) on a closed manifold bounds if its fixed point set is a disjoint union of odd-dimensional projective spaces of constant dimension.
to express his gratitude and indebtedness to Professor Stong, whose insight and generous counsel made this work possible. We show first that the classes (RP" , jX) of the theorem are linearly independent. Let a £ HX(RP" ; Z2) denote the nonzero class. For n = 2m consider the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix whose (i + 1, j + l)st entry is the characteristic number (wi(jX)wx(x)"-i; [RP"]) = ((j ) "'"""'; [RP"]) = (j ) (mod 2).
This matrix is upper triangular with each diagonal entry equal to 1, so its columns are linearly independent. Thus the classes {(RP", jX)\0 < j < n} are linearly independent.
For n -2m+l, one must show that the classes {(RP" ; (2y'+l)A)|0 < j < m} are linearly independent. One argues as above, but uses the (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix with (/ + 1, j + l)st entry (w2l+x((2j + l)X)wx((2j + l)A)"-(2'+1>; [RP"]).
Note that for n odd, the classes (RP" , kX) with k even are boundaries, as all nonzero classes Wi(kX)wj(x) are even powers of a, so that all characteristic numbers vanish.
We now must show that for any n , the classes {(RP" , jX)\j < n} span the RP" classes in 91"(J?0). The KO-theory of real bundles tells us that any class (RP" , £) is bordant to (RP" , kX) for some (possibly large) k . If n = 0 the theorem is trivial. If 2a < n < 2a+x , we may assume that k < 2a+x since the total Stiefel-Whitney class u;(2a+1A) = (1 + a)2"+' = 1 . We will show that any class (RP", kX) with 2a < n < k < 2a+x is bordant to a disjoint union ]>3,(RP" , jX) with j < n . We first exhibit a decomposition w(kX) = £V w(jX) with each j < n . Proof. A Z2 basis for Z2[a]/(a"+1) is {1, a, ... , a"} . Since an upper triangular matrix with diagonal entries equal to 1 maps a1 »-> (1 + a)1, 0 < / < n , it follows that {1, (1 + a), ... , (1 + a)"} is also a basis. Now
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Notice that in the rightmost summand each power of a in (1 + a)k~2" with exponent greater than n-2a is killed by a2". By the preceding comment, there is a unique decomposition
in the ring Z2[a]/(a"-2"+1), with 0 < j, < n -2a for each t. Thus
There is a useful case where the decomposition has exactly three summands. Suppose n > 2a, so there is a 0 < b < a with 2b < n -2a < 2b+x. Let
The following lemma will complete the proof of the theorem: and, for each /, wj(j,X) = wt((2a + j,)X), and the lemma holds since we are working over Z2.
Case 2. ix >2a . Note that no more than one of the /, may be greater than or equal to 2a since Y,i < n < 2a+x . We assume without loss of generality that i"i > 2a. Note also that since each jt < 2a and k -2a < 2a, we have Wj(jtX) = Wi((k -2a)X) = 0. So we must show (4) w,(kX) = Y^i(^a+fW-t If n = 2a , then 2a < ix <\I\<n = 2a,so that / = ix = 2a , and the result holds. In particular, if a = 1 , then n = 2 = 2a and k = 3, and the lemma is true. We proceed with the assumption that n > 2" and that / has length at least 2 and use induction on a .
Let 0 < b < a satisfy 2b < n -2a < 2b+x, and let 0 < k' < 2b+x satisfy k' = k = k -2a (mod 2b+x). Let K = ix -2a , i2, ... , ir. Observe that \K\<n-2a so that Wi5(kX) = Wis(k'X) = wis((2a + k')X) for 2 < s < r and wh(kX) = a2aWi^2a(k'X) = a2°u;,l_2»((2'2 + k')X).
If k' < n -2" , then we have and so is nonsingular by induction. In particular, the columns of A" are linearly independent, so that the sum (5) cannot be 0 for every j with 1 < j < n. This is a contradiction. We conclude that (£, v) = 0 e 9t2ji-i(BO) so that (M, T) bounds.
